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Introduction 

One of the main areas of NLP is morphological analysis, that dealing with the components of 

words. Today, more efficient various methods and algorithms have been developed and introduced 

to make morphological analysis [1,2,3]. 

At first glance, it seems that a dictionary can store all the flective forms of a word and process the 

language without any morphological analysis. This approach may be suitable for morphologically 

simple languages. However, the application of this approach to agglutinative languages, where the 

word can take many different forms after the combination of affixes, does not give an effective 

result. The necessary concepts and terms for implementing pos tagging and stemming for 

agglutinative languages [4] are presented in the study.  

Stemming is usually done by removing prefixes and post-stem affixes from a word [5,6]. The 

stemming can be thought of as a "rough" heuristic process that simply cuts out the affixes of words. 

According to some authors, in contrast to lemmatization, the stemming process does not use a 

dictionary or morphological analysis [7]. The stem formed as a result of stemming may not be 

similar to the real word or its morphological root. In NLP, the method that determines the common 

form (stem) of various morphological variants of a word is called stemming algorithm [8,9]. 

Conducted scientific researches: Currently, many NLP researchers have developed stemming 

algorithms. Modern stemming algorithms are generally divided into three classes: rule-based, 

statistical, and hybrid algorithms. 

Rule-based stemmers aim is to identify stems using non-automatic rules. Popular rule-based 

stemmers include Lovins [10], Porter [11,12] and Krovetz [13]. Rule-based stemming algorithms 

are usually supervised. 

Statistical stemming algorithms use statistical methods to learn stems. Xu and Croft [14] presented 

a method that uses a random statistical word to overcome the shortcomings of Porter's stemmer 

[11]. Based on their random statistics, they implemented a graph partitioning algorithm to reduce 

the number of classes generated by Porter's stemmer [11]. 

Hybrid stemming algorithms combine rule-based and statistical methods into a single system. Some 

hybrid stemming algorithms were developed by Shrivastava [15], Goweder [16] and Adam [17]. 

A graph-based stemming algorithm was proposed by Bacchin [18]. In the first step, the algorithm 

splits each word into all possible split points to determine the set of substrings. In the second step, a 

directed graph is created using a set of substrings. Finally, the prefix and suffix scores are 

calculated based on the frequency of those under the line in the graph, and the stem is determined. 

A stemming algorithm called YASS (Yet Another Suffix Striper) [19] was presented by Majumder, 

which is based on a clustering algorithm that uses a distance measure between strings. The measure 

of distance between lines was used to evaluate the morphological similarity between words. 
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A stemmer based on word similarity detection was developed by Peng [20]. This stemmer was 

used for IR tasks to improve search engine results and gave high performance. 

A.Jabbar and S. Iqbal classified stemming algorithms as follows (Figure 1) [21].  

 
Figure 1. A. Jabbar and S. Iqbal approach to classification of stemming algorithms 

Indian scientist G. Anjali divided stemming algorithms into three groups, such as truncation, 

statistical and mixed methods: [9]. Algorithms for each of these groups determine the appropriate 

stems for word variants based on specific approaches. The classification of this algorithm and 

methods is presented in Figure 2: 

 
Figure 2. Classification of stemming algorithms. 

Methods based on affix separation 

These methods are based on truncation of suffixes or prefixes of the word. The simplest stemmer of 

this type is the Tuncate(n) stemmer, which truncates a word to the n character. In this case, while 

keeping the first n letters of the word, it removes the rest [22,23,24]. In this method, words shorter 

than n are kept in their original form. The number of redundant (unnecessary) operations increases 

when the word length is small. Another approach based on affix removal combines the singular and 

plural forms of English nouns in the S-stemmer algorithm. This algorithm was proposed by Donna 

Harman [25]. In the S-stemmer algorithm, rules for converting plural suffixes into singular forms 

have been developed [23,26]. 
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In some approaches, the task of POS tagging is treated as a problem of tagging/sequencing words 

in a sentence. Algorithms based on such approaches often use Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) 

[27,28,29,30]. 

Methodology 

In the Uzbek language, sentences are made up of separate words. Morphologically, words are 

formed by adding some suffixes to the root. In this process, phonetic changes (phonetic harmony) 

may occur in the word, and this is directly reflected in the text. The root itself can be a word that 

expresses its own meaning. Although affixes play an important role in the sentence, they do not 

have an independent meaning. 

Affixes are divided into derivational suffixes and inflectional suffixes [31]. Formative adverbs 

change only the grammatical function of the word. A semantic change can occur in a word by 

adding word-forming suffixes to the stem. Form-forming adverbs cause syntactic changes in the 

word. Word-forming suffixes are attached to the stem first, and then form-forming suffixes. 

However, it is also possible to attach form-forming attachments directly to the stem (Fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3. The general morphological structure of a word in Uzbek. 

The work done so far in the field of morphological analysis can be grouped into two classes: based 

on stemming and affix removing. To perform stem-based morphological analysis, first the stem of 

the word is determined, and then its affixes. In the affix removal approach, the affixes in the word 

are first identified. After the affixes are removed, the rest of the word can be assumed to be the 

stem, or a dictionary can be used to confirm this assumption. 

The number of suffixes that can be added to a word and their numerous combinations make the 

process of root identification in agglutinative languages a complex problem. Because in most 

agglutinative languages, combinations of affixes form complex word forms. Indicators on the 

number of additions that form new words or word forms are also different. Textbooks show that 

there are 228 word-forming adverbs, 69 lexical forms and 41 syntactic forms in the Uzbek 

language. If we include their options, in fact, this number will increase again. 

To determine the stem of words in the Uzbek language, the stem and all types of affixes attached to 

it are determined. Traditional stemming algorithms are based on additions and some morphological 

rules, and the stemming process may result in uncertainty in the stem. In the process of stemming, 

all kinds of suffixes are usually removed from the word. But when stemming is carried out in this 

way, in some cases the wrong result can be obtained. The following problems may arise when 

determining the stem of words in the Uzbek language: 

➢ that the root and suffix are homonymous with one root; 

➢ meeting of a word with a sound change; 

➢ stemming of neologisms and NERs. 

The stem and the suffix are homonymous with one stem  

Determining a polysemous stem is a more complex process, and sentence-level semantic 

information is not taken into account in the stemming process. Sometimes the POS tag of a word 

may not be the same as the POS tag of its stem.  
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POS tagging is the task of assigning (tagging) to each word form in a given sentence its category 

(noun, verb, adjective, number, adverb or pronoun). POS tagging can be done with or without a 

dictionary. A word-based approach was used in most of the scientific studies on POS tagging 

[32,33]. Some agglutinative languages use word stems to implement the POS tagging process [34]. 

Table 1 below shows examples of the lemma, stem and POS tag of a word in the Uzbek language 

[4,35]. 

Table 1. Lemma, stem and POS tag of a word in Uzbek 

№ words lemma POS stem POS root POS 

1 muzladi muzlamoq VB muz N muz N 

2 issiqroq issiq JJ isi VB isi VB 

3 soddalashtiriladi soddalashtirmoq VB sodda JJ sodda JJ 

4 ixtiyoriy ixtiyoriy JJ ixtiyor N ixtiyor N 

5 qo‘llaniladigan qo‘llamoq VB qo‘l N qo‘l N 

6 yo‘lakda yo‘lak N yo‘l N yo‘l N 

7 qishlog‘im qishloq N qishlog‘ ? qishloq N 
 

In the Uzbek language, there is a phenomenon of homonymy between word-forming and form-

forming suffixes [36,37,38]. This creates a problematic situation in the stemming process. Table 2 

below provides a sample list of homonymous suffixes[4]: 

Table 2. Homonymy between word-forming and form-forming adverbs. 

Shakl yasovchi qo‘shimcha So‘z yasovchi qo‘shimcha 

- ay (lug‘aviy shakl yas.) boray kuchay (fe’l) 

- gi (lug‘aviy shakl yas.) borgim supurgi (ot), yozgi (sifat) 

- da (sintaktik shakl yas.) uyda undamoq (fe’l) 

- i (sintaktik shakl yas.) do‘sti jannati (sifat), boyi (fe’l) 

- in (lug‘aviy shakl yas.) ko‘rin ekin (ot), sog‘in (sifat) 

- im (sintaktik shakl yas.) uyim bilim (ot), ayrim (sifat) 

- ir (lug‘aviy shakl yas.) o‘chir gapir (fe’l) 

- iq (lug‘aviy shakl yas.) siniqmoq yo‘liq (fe’l), ochiq (sifat), chiziq (ot) 

- y (lug‘aviy shakl yas.) o‘qiy qoray (sifat) 

Phonetic changes of words 

Phonetic changes (insertion, deletion, phonetic harmony, and assimilation) may occur in some 

cases as a result of adding form-forming suffixes to the last letters of the stem [4]. Uzbek words 

can undergo three phonetic changes, such as weakening, assimilation (Table 3). 

Table 3. Increase, decrease and change of phoneme in Uzbek words. 

so‘z o‘zak stem turi 

shahrim shahar shahr 1 

qishlog`im qishloq qishlog` 2 

huquqim huquq huquq 0 

ayblov aybla ayblo 2 

aldov alda aldo 2 

angla ong ang 2 

anov ana ano 2 
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Type: 0-exception, 1-decrease, 2-replace, 3-increase. 

To solve the problem of phonetic change in the first step is stem detection, in the second step, the 

boundaries of the stem and suffixes are determined, and lemmatization is performed. As a result of 

lemmatization, the wrong stems are changed to the root in the dictionary. 

A proposed solution 

To develop the Uzbek language stemmer based on the removal of affixes, the corpus of the 

language, the base of affixes, the morpholexicon of the Uzbek language, and the root database were 

used [4]. given that the steps in step 2 below were followed to identify the stem. 

Stage I. Preparation of data (dataset). 

1. Prefixes and suffixes that can be added to the root are determined (tables 5, 6). 

Table 5. Prefix suffixes in the Uzbek language. 

Prefix qo‘shimchalar 

ba- be- ham- 

bo- no- bar- 

bad- ser- be- 

bar- g‘ayri- xush- 

Table 6. Suffix additions in the Uzbek language (according to POS). 

POS so‘z yasovchi (derevatsion) shakl yasovchi (flektiv) 

Ot (N) 51 17 

Son (Num) 1 5 

Fe`l (Vb) 30 22+10 (nisbat) 

Sifat (JJ) 97 9 

Olmosh (P) - - 

Ravish (R) 18 5 

2. Add prefixes and suffixes that can be added to the stems of the given word group by taking 

several (active) word forms of each word group and deleting their stem from the word form extra 

set of strings defined. 

3. The string of suffixes is a combination of several Uzbek adverbs added to the stem to form this 

word form (Table 7). 

Table 7. A set of combinations of prefixes and suffixes in the Uzbek language determined from the 

language corpus. 

 
Ot 

(N) 

Son 

(Num) 

Fe`l 

(Vb) 

Sifat 

(JJ) 

Olmosh 

(P) 
Ravish (R) 

1. chiligimizning Inchi dilarki almashtirgichda nga aydiki 

2. dagilarning larcha nganlaridan bardoshligini ngacha aydimi 

3. doshlarimiznikidan larda yapsizlarmi imizning ngagina chiligimizning 

4. korlarimizning ovi ilmayotganidan lamaganidan nikilarning dangina 

5. laganlaridagina ovimiz ishimizdan lashayotganligini dek gilarining 

… ... ... ... ... ... ... 

Jami: 1773 229 15870 725 509 1376 

4. A special software application was used to retrieve the string of all suffixes that could be added 

to the stem from the language bridge. 
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5. With the help of this program, it was possible to create a database of necessary word forms 

based on regular expressions from the existing word forms in the Uzbek language corpus. 

6. An example of the division of some word forms identified as a result of the search into prefix, 

stem, and suffix strings is given in Table 8: 

Table 8. Separation of word forms into prefix, stem and suffix strings. 

So‘z shakl prefiks stem suffiks qo‘shimchalar satri 

kitobni  kitob ning 

kitoblarning  kitob larning 

shahringdan  shahr ingdan 

shaharda  shahar da 

badavlat ba davlat  

berahm be rahm  

A set of values g =〈p,s,q〉 was determined for all given word forms satisfying the condition 

. In this, 

w - word form; 

s' – stem; 

p∈P; 

P is a set of prefix suffixes; 

s∈S, S is a set of stem word groups; 

q∈Q, Q is a set of strings of suffix suffixes; 

g∈G, G is a set with three parameters, each element {p,s,q}. 

An example of determined {p,s,q} values is given in Table 9: 

Prefiks (p) Stem so‘z turkumi (s) Suffiks qo‘shimchalar satri (q) 

 ot ning 

 ot larning 

 ot da 

 ot lariga 

 fe’l di 

 fe’l ysan 

 ot ga 

 ot lari 

 ot iga 

 ot ingdan 

 ot da 

ba ot  

be ot  

After determining the values in Table 9, the stem of the word form can be determined using the 

UzbStemming algorithm below. 

Stage 2. UzbStemming algorithm 

The following definitions are used in the algorithm: 
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R is a set of roots; 

G– a set of 〈p,s,q〉values; 

T – G is a set sorted in descending order by the length of p and q values of the elements of the set; 

V - a set of vowel letters; 

C is a set of consonant values; 

w - word form; 

replacelastletter(x,y) – the function to replace the last letter of the x line with the letter y; 

removelastvowel(x) - the function to delete the vowel letter x in the 2nd position from the end of 

the line; 

right(x,n) – the function to determine the nth letter from the end of the line x; 

left(x,n) – the function to determine the nth letter from the beginning of the line x; 

RPOS(r) is a function to determine the list of word groups of the rozak. It is determined based on 

the base of roots and their word groups; 

 A function to determine the list of word groups that can be added to the suffix string p 

and q. It is determined based on table 9. 

Enter the string w. 

2. For each element of the set T 

If the string w starts with p and ends with q, go to step 2.2, otherwise go to step 2.6. 

Let the parts p and q of the string w be cut off, and we denote the rest by r'. In this case, the 

equality p+r^'+q=w is valid. 

If r' contains at least one vowel, go to step 2.4, otherwise go to step 2.6. 

If r'∈R, go to step 4, otherwise go to step 2.5. 

For every element r of the set R 

If RPOS(r)∩QPOS(p,q)=∅, go to step 2.5.19, otherwise q1=left(q,1), go to step 2.5.2. 

If right(r,1)="k" and q1="i", go to step 2.5.3, otherwise go to step 2.5.5. 

z=replacelastletter(r,""g"). 

If r^'=z, go to step 4. 

If right(r,1)="q" and q1="i", skip to step 2.5.6, otherwise skip to step 2.5.8. 

z=replacelastletter(r,""g'"). 

If r^'=z, go to step 4. 

l=length(r). 

If q1="i"and l>4 and right(r,1)∈C and 

 right(r,2)∈V, go to step 2.5.10, otherwise go to step 2.5.12. 

z=removelastvowel(r). 

If r^'=z, go to step 4. 
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If "\"Verb\""∈RPOS(r), skip to step 2.5.13, otherwise skip to step 2.5.19. 

If right(r,1)="a" skip to step 2.5.14, otherwise skip to step 2.5.16. 

z=replacelastletter(r,"o"). 

If q1∈{"v","q"} and r^'=z, go to step 4. 

If right(r,1)="i" skip to step 2.5.17, otherwise skip to step 2.5.19. 

z=replacelastletter(r,"u"). 

If q1∈{"v","q"} and r^'=z, go to step 4. 

Let R be the next element of the set, go to step 2.5.1. 

Let the next element of the set T be taken and go to step 2.1. 

"Stem not found". Go to step 5. 

Stem r'. 

That's it. 

Applying the above UzbStemmer based on removing affixes to 100,000 sentences in the Uzbek 

educational corpus (http://uzschoolcorpara.uz/uz/Search) gave a result of 97.5% accuracy. In order 

to increase the efficiency of the UzbStemmer algorithm, I it is desirable to use a hybrid approach 

based on the language rules for the combination of suffixes that are not present in the group of 

affixes defined in the 3rd step of the stage (data preparation). There is also an opportunity to 

increase the size of the language corpus, to develop effective methods for identifying NER objects 

and neologisms, and to improve the accuracy of the stemming algorithm by eliminating the 

homonymy problem. 

Summary 

Implementing POS tagging and stemming through a dictionary is challenging for many natural 

language processing tasks. Using a language corpus for POS tagging and stemming solves 

problems with vocabulary. Various experiments on language corpora show that combining stem 

information with a syntactic task improves the POS tagging result for a morphologically rich 

language, which improves the solving efficiency of the NLP task. The article presents several 

different joint models that assume different dependencies in the corpus. The general experimental 

results are based on language rules and statistical approaches, the hybrid UzbStemmer with POS 

tagging using the HMM model provides high performance for stemming Uzbek texts. The results 

show that stemming and POS using semantic information tagging significantly improves algorithm 

accuracy. The authors are currently conducting research on the production of Uzbek stemmer based 

on N-grams and neural networks. The approach presented in this article serves as the basis for the 

development of stemmer based on neural networks. 
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